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Predictions of molecular chirality and helical twisting powers:
A theoretical study

David J. Earl and Mark R. Wilsona)

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, United Kingdom

~Received 12 June 2003; accepted 19 August 2003!

A theoretical study of a number of chiral molecules has been undertaken using a molecular Monte
Carlo simulation approach coupled with calculations of molecular chirality based on a chirality
order parameter. Results for a variety of TADDOL (a,a,a8,a8-tetraaryl-1,3-dioxolan-4,5-
dimethanol! derivatives show good agreement with experimental findings for the sign, magnitude,
and the temperature dependence of the helical twisting power~HTP!. For a photochromic chiral
dopant with variable HTP we are able to model the reduction in the HTP when photoisomerization
occurs. Our studies on a liquid crystalline material with a single chiral center have reproduced a
temperature dependent twist inversion in the material. We discuss the temperature and solvent
dependence of the helical twisting power and argue that in all the systems studied here, preferential
selection of certain molecular conformations at different temperatures and in different solvents are
able to explain the observed experimental behavior of the HTP. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1617980#

I. INTRODUCTION

When chiral molecules are added to an achiral liquid
crystal mesophase, they can transmit their chirality to the
whole system over distances many times their molecular
length, giving the liquid crystal a right-handed or left-handed
~depending on the enantiomer added! helical twist. More-
over, different chiral molecules can induce different levels of
twist. The helical twisting power~HTP!, bM , of a chiral
dopant is defined as

bM5~Pcwr !21, ~1!

where P is the helical pitch of the resultant phase (P
52p/k), cw is the weight concentration of chiral dopant and
r is the enantiomeric purity of the dopant. Chiral molecules
with very high HTPs (.100 mm21) are of great industrial
importance. They can be used in liquid crystal displays and
in chiral polymer films to improve viewing angles in display
applications.1–3 In each case it is essential that a high degree
of twist is imparted from just a small amount of chiral dop-
ant, so as not to perturb other material properties, and, in
some cases, because the dopant is sparingly soluble in the
liquid crystal host. The production of new chiral dopant mol-
ecules can be a long and costly process, and the HTP of the
molecule is unknown until it can be determined by experi-
ment after it has been synthesized and purified. Clearly the-
oretical tools for predicting HTPs would be useful in deter-
mining future synthetic target molecules, and would greatly
aid in the understanding of how chirality is transferred from
the molecular level to the mesoscopic level.

A chiral molecule is defined as having no mirror sym-
metry, i.e., the mirror image of the molecule is nonsuperim-

posable upon the original. An actual quantitative measure of
the magnitude of chirality for a given molecular conforma-
tion and a link to pseudoscalar properties such as the HTP or
circular dichroism, has been more difficult to obtain. How-
ever, recent success has been found through calculations of
the difference in chemical potential for enantiomers in a
twisted nematic host,4,5 in calculations of a scaled chiral
index,6,7 using a mean field approximation that takes into
account chiral dispersive interactions8 and with the chirality
order parameter approach of Nordio, Ferrarini, and
co-workers.9–16 In order to determine a relationship between
the molecular shape and a pseudoscalar property such as the
HTP, these studies have, by necessity, been limited to rela-
tively rigid chiral dopants where the molecular conformation
is unlikely to vary significantly from the minimum energy
structure that can be found from x-ray diffraction experiment
and by theoretical techniques such as molecular mechanics
and density functional theory. However, many important
chiral dopants have a much higher degree of molecular
flexibility.

In this paper we have combined the chirality order pa-
rameter approach of Nordioet al.9–16 with Monte Carlo
simulations to study a range of systems. The simulation ap-
proach used is described in Sec. II, and results are presented
in Secs. III and IV for a series of binaphthol and helicene
chiral dopant compounds, TADDOL derivatives, a chiral
photochromic dopant with variable HTP, a liquid crystalline
material that undergoes a temperature induced twist inver-
sion in the cholesteric phase, and a series of achiral banana
molecules that have been found to act as chiral dopants when
added to a cholesteric liquid crystal. Finally, in Sec. V we
draw some conclusions as to the strengths and weaknesses of
the method, and discuss possible extensions to the work pre-
sented here.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

In the surface chirality model developed by Nordio, Fer-
rarini, and co-workers9–16 the helical twisting power,bM , at
a temperatureT, is obtained from

bM5
RT«x

2pK22nm
, ~2!

where«, nm , andK22 are, respectively, the strength of the
orienting potential, the molar volume of the nematic solu-
tion, and the twist elastic constant of the solvent. The quan-
tity x is defined as the chirality order parameter and de-
scribes the coupling between the chiral surface of the
molecule and its orientational ordering. Positive values ofx
lead to a right-handed twisted nematic being induced in the
liquid crystal host. The theory is based upon the assumption
that the alignment of a solute molecule in a locally nematic
environment can be determined purely from the molecular
shape of the solute, and that the chiral shape of a molecule is
able to exert a torque on the local nematic director over
distances many times its molecular length due to the elastic
properties of the nematic phase.

x can be obtained for any molecule from a calculation of
3 tensors, the surface tensor,T, the helicity tensor,Q, and the
ordering matrix,S. The theory has been described in detail
elsewhere10,15,16so we include only a brief summary of the
technique as applied to the molecules studied here. We define
initially a molecular surface using the Simple Invariant Mo-
lecular Surface~SIMS! method of Vorobjev and Hermans,17

which generates a surface from a rolling sphere algorithm.
Here we employ a point density of 10 Å22 and a probe ra-
dius of 2.5 Å for the rolling sphere. In tests, the latter was
found to give the best agreement with calculated values of
bM for a series of rigid molecules with known HTPs~see
Sec. III!. Numerical integration over surface points~typically
.2000 points per molecule! yielded the surface tensor

Ti j 5
23*SsisjdS1Sd i j

A6
, ~3!

whered i j is the Kronecker delta ands is a unit vector along
the outer normal of the molecular surface elementdS. Di-
agonalization ofT yielded the components (Txx , Tyy , Tzz)
that define the tendency of the molecular principal axes to
align parallel (Tzz) and perpendicular (Txx , Tyy) to the nem-
atic director. Numerical integration over the molecular sur-
face also yields the helicity tensor

Qi j 52S 3

8D 1/2

(
k,l

E
S
@r ksl~« iklsj1« jklsi !#dS, ~4!

where« i jk is the Levi–Civita symbol andr is a vector from
the origin of the molecular axis to a surface elementdS. The
helicity center,r H, was calculated fromQ ~see Ref. 10!, and
the helicity tensor recalculated usingr H as the origin in Eq.
~4!. Finally, Q was obtained in the principal axis system of
the T tensor and the diagonal components (Qxx , Qyy , Qzz)
were used in the calculation ofx.

The orientational behavior of the solute molecule within
the liquid crystal phase was calculated by defining an orient-
ing potential

U~V!

kBT
5«E

S
P2~n"s!dS, ~5!

whereU(V) is the orienting potential at the molecular ori-
entationV, P2 is the second Legendre polynomial, andn is
the nematic director~taken along theZ-axis!. Equation~5! is
analogous to the surface anchoring potential which has been
used to determine the orientations of liquid crystal molecules
in bulk nematics.18–21 The Cartesian components of the or-
dering matrixS can be obtained by calculating

Si j 5E ~3l Zil Z j2d i j !

2
P~V!dV, ~6!

wherel Zi is the cosine of the angle between theZ laboratory
axis and thei molecular axis andP(V) is the orientational
distribution function defined by

P~V!5
exp@2U~V!/kBT#

* exp@2U~V!/kBT#dV
. ~7!

To evaluateP(V) @Eq. ~7!#, and henceS, we performed a
double integration over theb andg Euler angles using 1000
points for each angle.22 Finally, the chirality order parameter
was obtained as

x52S 2

3D 1/2

~QxxSxx1QyySyy1QzzSzz!, ~8!

where the componentsSii are obtained by expressingS in the
principal axis system of the surface tensorT.

Equations~2!–~8! are given for a single conformation.
However, Eq.~2! is equally valid for an averagex obtained
from a statistically significant and independent number of
conformations of a molecule. To take into account the con-
formational dependence ofx we used an internal coordinate
Monte Carlo~MC! technique, where molecules were repre-
sented by aZ-matrix. We used an augmented form of the
MM2 ~Ref. 23! force field, taken from an initial energy mini-
mization using theCACHE program.24 Full details of our MC
technique are described in Ref. 25. Sampling ofx was car-
ried out at intervals of 200 MC steps with a new molecular
surface generated for each sample. For each molecule and
each temperature studied, runs in excess of 23106 MC steps
were carried out. Checks for convergence of the mean steric
energy,x values, and of dihedral angle distributions were
carried out in each case. In most cases convergence of aver-
ages occurred within 53105 MC steps.

III. RIGID CHIRAL MOLECULES

To verify thatx from Sec. II was applicable to complex
chiral molecules, we studied a series of rigid molecules:
bridged biaryl26 and helicene derivatives12,27 ~Fig. 1!. These
are molecules where one particular molecular conformation
dominates and their experimental helical twisting powers
show little temperature dependence. For these reasons, they
are an excellent choice to test the theoretical methods used
here and will provide a good comparison with experimental
results.
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For each of the molecules in Fig. 1, the optimized ge-
ometry was determined using an augmented MM3
force-field.28 The chirality order parameter was then calcu-
lated for each of these molecular structures using the method
described in Sec. II and the results are shown in Table I.

To calculate predicted values ofbM in Fig. 2 a scaling
factor was used. In our modelT, «, andK22 are unchanged
for all dopants and at low dopant concentrationsnm tends
towards the molar volume of the solvent, so we determine a
predictedbM as

bM5Dx, ~9!

whereD is a constant found from a best fit to the experimen-
tal data.26,27 Here we use a value ofD52.351 Å23 mm21.

The results in Fig. 2 show good agreement with experi-
mental findings. The sign ofbM is correctly predicted in
each case, and the magnitude ofbM is predicted with an
average error of622 mm21. Coupled with the rapid calcu-
lation time for x this makes the chirality order parameter a
useful tool for the study of more complex flexible molecules,
where a large number of molecular conformations are likely
to contribute to the overall HTP observed in experiments.
Ferrarini et al.12 have also studied helicene molecules M1
→M4. Our results differ slightly from those in the previous
work due to the size of the probe radius used to generate the
molecular surface. We note that when we consider the mol-
ecules as an assembly of van der Waals spheres~probe radius
of 0 Å! we obtain results that are very similar to those in the
Ferrainiet al. study.

FIG. 1. Structures of the bridged biaryl~1–8! and helicene derivatives
~M1–M4! studied.

TABLE I. Diagonal components of the helicity tensorQ, and the ordering matrixS, chirality order parameter
x, and the experimental helical twisting powersbM , taken from Refs. 26, 27 for the bridged biaryl and helicene
molecules in Fig. 1. Values ofx from Ref. 12 using a probe radius of 0 Å are included in brackets for
comparison for molecules M1–M4.

Molecule Qxx Qyy Qzz Sxx Syy Szz x/Å 3 bM /mm21

1 2103 79 24 0.05 20.37 0.31 121.9 169
2 90 267 223 0.06 20.38 0.31 219.2 265
3 24 285 62 0.03 20.33 0.31 239.1 271
4 125 2101 25 20.02 20.32 0.35 217.1 255
5 92 263 229 0.12 20.38 0.26 222.4 221
6 2116 92 25 0.02 20.35 0.33 121.6 185
7 2137 93 45 0.06 20.31 0.26 121.0 180
8 2124 67 57 0.14 20.33 0.19 123.4 179

M1 69 268 21 0.04 20.39 0.36 223.6 (236) 255
M2 61 244 217 20.04 20.37 0.40 25.8 (212) 29
M3 37 255 18 0.05 20.39 0.34 223.8 (243) 220
M4 41 250 9 20.01 20.39 0.40 218.2 (225) 213

FIG. 2. The predicted HTP for the bridged biaryl and helicene derivative
molecules use the chirality order parameter~squares!, x @as defined in Eq.
~8!#, and the scaled chiral index~triangles!, 2G0S @as defined in Eq.~10!#,
compared to the experimental HTP.
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As a comparison in Fig. 2 we show also predicted values
of bM determined using the scaled chiral index6,7,29 that is
calculated from

G0S5
1

3

4!

N4 F (
i , j ,k,l 51

N

v iv jvkv l

3
@~r i j 3r kl!•r i l #~r i j •r jk!~r jk•r kl!

~r i j r jkr kl!
nr il

m G , ~10!

where the sum includes the contribution of all permutations
of four points ~atoms!, r i is the position of atomi , r i j 5r i

2r j , N is the number of atoms and the weighting factors
v i , j ,k,l can be a physical quantity associated with the point/
atom. We will consider the case wheren52 andm51, cor-
responding to a dimensionless index and we setv i , j ,k,l51,
although alternatively it could be set to any representative
physical quantity to give extra weight to certain points. In
Fig. 2 we determine a predictedbM for G0S as

bM52JG0S , ~11!

whereJ is a constant found from a best fit to experimental
data. Here we use a value ofJ50.523mm21. As reported
recently,30 we find a similar level of agreement between the
G0S and x methods ~average error forG0S617 mm21).
However, the chirality order parameter is an order of magni-
tude less expensive to calculate for the systems studied and
increases with the approximate square of the number of at-
oms,N, as opposed toN4 for G0S . The former is therefore
better suited for the thousands of individual calculations re-
quired in a full Monte Carlo study of a flexible molecule.

IV. FLEXIBLE CHIRAL MOLECULES

A. TADDOL derivatives

The TADDOL family of molecules are based on the
structural core shown in Fig. 3~a!. TADDOL derivatives have
a wide variety of HTPs ranging from around 20mm21 to an
extraordinarily large 300mm21 and are relatively soluble in
polar solvents making them good candidates for use as chiral
dopants.31 They exhibit a high degree of flexibility around
torsional anglesf128 @shown in Fig. 3~a!# giving them con-
siderable conformational freedom. Three TADDOL deriva-
tives were studied with widely different HTPs@Fig. 3~b!#.
The simulations were carried out at three temperatures be-
tween 300 K and 350 K for each of the molecules using the
MC approach described in Sec. II. In addition we carried out
an initial test calculation of an achiral molecule, hexane,
which yielded^x&5(20.0001760.00619) Å3.

Following Ferrariniet al.32 we approximate the ordering
strength parameter,«, to vary as 1/kBT and we set«
50.05 Å22 at T5300 K. Results are presented in Fig. 4
with the simulation value ofbM determined as in Sec. III
using D52.351 Å23 mm21. For comparison we also
present results for the case where«50.05 Å22 at all tem-
peratures. The magnitude of the HTP in Fig. 4 is predicted to
a good accuracy and the trend of decreasing HTP with in-
creasing temperature is also observed, although the effect is
not as pronounced in the simulation. For TADDOLs A and B,

the drop in HTP can partly be attributed to the decrease in«
with temperature, but another effect comes from conforma-
tional changes~see below!.

It is important to realize that the technique we use
samples molecular conformations in the gas phase, and not
in the liquid crystal phase where solute–solvent interactions
are likely to influence the relative weight of different
conformations.33,34 However, we can use the model to deter-
mine what conformations give rise to particularly high
chirality order parameters~and hence HTPs! and also exam-
ine how a change in temperature influences the selection of
these conformations. Figure 5~a! shows how the chirality or-
der parameter varies with the dihedral anglef8 for structure
B at 350 K. ~Noting that the behavior off8 is identical to
that of f4 .) For f8 ~and f4) the chirality order parameter
varies as a cosine wave with a period ofp. We observe

FIG. 3. ~a! Basic TADDOL structure showing the flexibility around dihedral
anglesf1→f8 . ~b! TADDOL derivatives A, B, C, where the structures
shown are the Aryl substituents in~a!.
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conformations with high chirality at;0° ~a conformations,
315°→45°) and;180° ~g conformations, 135°→225°) and
low chirality at ;90° ~b conformations, 45°→135°) and
;270° ~d conformations, 225°→315°). If conformationsa
andg are preferentially selected at lower temperatures com-
pared tob and d, then this would explain the temperature
dependence observed in the simulation and potentially in the

experimental system. Table II shows the relative populations
of a, b, g, andd conformations for structure B between 300
K and 350 K. Table II clearly shows a trend of decreasing
populations of high chirality conformations and increasing
populations of low chirality conformations as the tempera-
ture decreases. As the temperature increases eventually all
conformations will become equivalent. However, it is of in-
terest that high chirality conformations in these TADDOL
derivatives dominate in the temperature regime of typical
nematic liquid crystalline materials.

Dihedral anglesf1 and f5 are also of interest. The
variation of the chirality order parameter with rotation about
f5 for structure B at 350 K can be seen in Fig. 5~b!. For
conformations withf5 andf1'180° intramolecular hydro-
gen bonding will occur. For other conformations (;60° and
;300°) intramolecular hydrogen bonding is not possible.
Figure 5~b! demonstrates that structures with intramolecular
hydrogen bonding generally have greater values ofx than
nonhydrogen bonding conformations. For the nonhydrogen
bonding conformations of structure B,^x&'6 Å3, whereas
for hydrogen bonding conformationŝx&'55 Å3. In our
simulations we also see a trend of increasing nonhydrogen
bonding conformations as the temperature increases. For ex-
ample, for structure B at 300 K 95.9% of structures are in-
tramolecular hydrogen bonding conformations, compared to
93.4% at 325 K and 90.4% at 350 K. In experimental sys-
tems the preference of selection of hydrogen bonding con-
formations in different solvents~for example, the preferential
selection of these conformations in organic nonpolar sol-
vents! is expected to have a large impact on the observed
HTPs of these systems.

In the experimental system it is likely that the decrease
in molecular order of the solvent with temperature will also
lead to a decrease in«, as« is predicted to be proportional to
the order parameter.32 Together with the solvent effect on
conformation, this is likely to contribute most to the differ-
ence between experimental and predicted values.

B. Chiral photochromic molecule with variable helical
twisting power

In a recent experimental paper by Bobrovskyet al.35 de-
tailed work was conducted on a photosensitive chiral dopant
~Fig. 6!. The synthesized dopant molecule was found to have
an experimental HTP ofbM'45 mm21. However, upon ex-
posure to ultraviolet~UV! light the HTP of the dopant was
found to decrease significantly. Here photoisomerization will
occur around a CvC bond forming the Z–E isomer, which
can further photoisomerize around the other CvC bond to
give the Z–Z isomer~see Fig. 6!. The experimental paper

FIG. 4. Predicted HTPs from simulation results with a constant ordering
strength~1! ~circles! and with an ordering strength with a 1/kBT dependence
~2! ~triangles! as a function of temperature compared to experimental find-
ings ~squares! from Ref. 31 for TADDOL derivatives A~solid line!, B
~dashed line!, and C~dotted line!.

FIG. 5. Variation of chirality order parameter for structure B at 350 K with
~a! dihedral anglef8 and ~b! dihedral anglef5 .

TABLE II. Relative populations of low and high chirality conformations for
structure B.

T/K

f8 dihedral angle population/%

a b g d a1g b1d

300 43.5 4.5 44.8 7.2 88.2 11.8
325 34.5 9.0 45.6 10.9 80.1 19.9
350 33.8 10.9 43.5 11.8 77.3 22.7
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does not quote the percentages of each isomer present, but an
accurate theoretical study should be able to predict a drop in
the HTP as the E–E isomer is photoisomerized.

Gas phase, flexible molecular Monte Carlo simulations
were performed on the E–E, the Z–E, and the Z–Z isomers
at 400 K. The relatively high temperature ensures excellent
conformational sampling, and we note that the calculated
value of^x& does not vary significantly with temperature for
these structures. An orienting strength parameter«
50.05 Å22 was used to determine the expected HTPs of
each of these structures using 10 000 conformations from the
simulations to calculate an average chirality order parameter,
x, for each of the structures. For the E–E isomer^x&
549.761.6 Å3. Upon photoisomerization the chirality
drops significantly; for the Z–E photoisomer̂x&58.0
60.9 Å3, and for the Z–Z photisomer̂x&513.860.9 Å3.
The results demonstrate that the E–E isomer is theoretically
predicted to have a much higher chirality order parameter,
and hence HTP, than the Z–E and the Z–Z isomers and
therefore explains the drop in HTP upon exposure to UV
light.

C. Temperature dependent twist inversion molecule

In 1992, Goodbyet al.36 published experimental findings
on the liquid crystalline material S-2-chloropropyl 48-
(49-n-nonyloxyphenylpropioloyloxy!biphenyl-4-carboxylate
which contains a single chiral center and whose structure is
shown in Fig. 7. Their results were surprising and demon-
strated that the material underwent an inversion of the helical

twist sense in the chiral nematic phase from a left-handed
twist at lower temperatures to a right-handed twist at higher
temperatures. They suggested that the helix inverts due to
changes in the populations of conformational isomers at dif-
ferent temperatures. However, they were unable to determine
the twist senses of individual conformations to confirm their
theory for the origin of the twist mechanism.37 Here we ap-
ply our Monte Carlo technique to the material and attempt to
recreate the temperature dependence of the twist-sense and to
explain why it occurs.

An initial investigation into theO–C–C–Cl dihedral
angle, around the chiral center of the molecule, was required
as it is known that the MM2 force field does not model
dihedral angles of this type correctly. The dihedral angle en-
ergy was calculated using density functional theory~DFT! at
the B3LYP/6-31G* level for the fragment molecule shown
in Fig. 7 and the results are depicted in Fig. 8. The torsional
angle was studied at intervals of 15° and geometry optimi-
zation was carried out at all points. A further geometry opti-
mization was conducted in each of the three potential wells
to ensure the energies of the minima were calculated cor-
rectly. The conformation with the Cl atomtrans to the core
of the molecule (T) was found to be the most stable, fol-

FIG. 6. Photoisomerization of an isosorbide chiral dopant when exposed to UV light.~Top! Structures of isomers.~Bottom! Snapshots from simulation.

FIG. 7. Structure of S-2-chloropropyl 48-(49-n-nonyloxyphenyl-
propioloyloxy!biphenyl-4-carboxylate showing the single chiral center of
the molecule. The boxed structure indicates the fragment molecule used in
theab initio calculations of Sec. IV C~a single hydrogen atom was added to
the phenyl ring of this structure to complete valence!.

FIG. 8. Calculated torsional energies for theO–C–C–Cldihedral angle
from DFT calculations.
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lowed by the Me grouptrans to the core (G2), with the H
atom trans to the core (G1) being the minimum with the
highest energy conformations and thus the least favored of
the three potential minima. Our calculations differ signifi-
cantly from those of Goodbyet al.37 who found that the H
trans conformation was more stable than the Metrans con-
formation. However, the latter was carried out using the
cruder force field representation within the program
CHARMM.38,39

Using the DFT data the MM2 force field was augmented
to reproduce the dihedral angle energy for theO–C–C–Cl
dihedral. To do this we followed the dihedral fitting proce-
dure of Cheunget al.,40 to fit to the torsional terms in the
force field. Gas phase, flexible molecular Monte Carlo simu-
lations were then carried out on the molecule at a number of
temperatures, and the average chirality order parameter was
calculated, along with its standard error, from 10 000 confor-
mations from the simulation. In these simulations we kept
the orienting strength,«, constant and set its value to
0.05 Å22 so that changes in the chirality order parameter
with temperature could be studied purely as a function of
changes in conformational sampling. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 9, and show a twist inversion for the choles-
teric liquid crystalline material. The simulations predict the
twist inversion to occur at;530 K, whereas in the experi-
mental system the twist inversion occurs at;414 K. The
likely discrepancy here is caused by ignoring the influence of
changes in the liquid crystalline environment on conforma-
tions and on«. Despite this, prediction of a sign change inx
is impressive and suggests that the twist inversion can be
explained by conformational changes.

We now turn our attention to the origin of chirality in
this molecule and attempt to explain why the twist inversion
occurs. A statistical analysis of data for theO–C–C–Cl di-
hedral at selected temperature points is shown in Table III.
The relative populations of thetrans, and twogauchestates
about theO–C–C–Cl dihedral angle are presented along
with the average chirality order parameter,x, for each of the
three main states.

From these data it is possible to determine the origin of
the twist inversion. At low temperatures, conformations with
the O–C–C–Cldihedral angle in theT position tend to

dominate. As these conformations have a net negative chiral-
ity associated with them then the overall twist sense of the
system is negative. At higher temperatures the population of
the T position decreases and those of theG2 andG1 po-
sitions increase, as expected from the DFT results. The net
chirality of theG2 position conformations is strongly posi-
tive and of greater magnitude than the negative contributions
to chirality of the T and G1 conformations. Thus, as the
temperature increases, the negative contribution to chirality
from the T conformations decreases, the negative contribu-
tion from theG1 conformations increases slightly and the
positive contributions from theG2 conformations increases
strongly. Eventually this leads to a helical twist inversion
from a left hand~negativex! twist at lower temperatures to a
right-hand~positivex! twist at higher temperatures. Another
trend is also apparent in Table III. The magnitude of the
average chirality arising from theG2, T, andG1 confor-
mations decreases as the temperature increases. This effect
can be explained by a reduction in the order of the molecule
at higher temperatures.

It is apparent from this study that the helix twist inver-
sion can be explained by the different weighting of certain
molecular formations, with their associated chiralities, at dif-
ferent temperatures. Emelyanenko41 and Osipovet al.42 have
developed molecular theories of the helical sense inversion
based upon the competition between dispersion and steric
interactions in these systems and the biaxiality of molecules.
We note that while the model we use here does not explicitly
take into account any of these effects it is still able to account
for the helical twist inversion purely on the basis of confor-
mational change.

D. Achiral banana-shaped molecules

In a recent experimental study, Watanabeet al.43 found
that a series of achiral banana-shaped molecules with dode-
cyl tail groups~Fig. 10!, when added to a cholesteric liquid
crystal, enhanced the twisting power of the chiral nematic
phase. In effect the achiral banana-shaped molecules were
acting as chiral dopants. The experimental paper proposes
that in a chiral nematic liquid crystal the banana-shaped mol-
ecules preferentially select chiral conformations with the
same handed twist as the chiral phase, and thus enhance the
twist of the cholesteric phase in the same way that a normal
chiral dopant would. Here, we simulate the three molecules
in Fig. 10. For these larger systems 4 million Monte Carlo

FIG. 9. The chirality order parameter,x, as a function of temperature
for S-2-chloropropyl 48-(49-n-nonyloxyphenylpropioloyloxy!biphenyl-4-
carboxylate.

TABLE III. Relative populations and chirality order parameters for the three
main conformations of theO–C–C–Cl dihedral angle in S-2-chloropropyl
48-(49-n-nonyloxyphenylpropioloyloxy)biphenyl-4-carboxylate ~O–C–
C–Cl dihedral angles 0°,G2.120°, 120°,T.240°, 240°,G1
.360°).

T/K

Population/% ^x&/Å 3

G2 T G1 G2 T G1

200 18.0 75.4 6.6 7.3 25.9 23.9
400 27.3 59.2 13.5 6.5 24.1 24.9
550 30.6 53.6 15.8 6.6 23.4 22.4
600 31.9 49.5 18.6 5.4 22.3 21.4
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steps were required and the calculations were carried out at
400 K with an orienting strength parameter«50.05 Å22.
20 000 conformations were used to determine an average
chirality order parameter.

As expected, each of the molecules was found to be
achiral within the statistical error of our results (^x&50.05
66.58 Å3 for S–12–O–PIMB, ^x&50.2563.93 Å3 for
P–12–O–PIMB and^x&521.99611.49 Å3 for N–12–O–
PIMB!. However, during our simulations the molecules
adopted a number of conformations with extremely high
magnitudes of chirality associated with them. For example,
;20% of the conformations adopted haduxu>500 Å3 and
;2% of the conformations haduxu>1000 Å3. It should be
noted thatx is not a function of molecular size and that a
conformation with x'500 Å3 corresponds to bM

'1000mm21, which is much higher than any helical twist-
ing power that has been measured experimentally for chiral
systems. Even a small increase in the proportion of left-
handed or right-handed chiral conformations sampled by
these banana-shaped molecules in the twisted nematic liquid
crystal phase would have a relatively large effect on the twist
of the system due to the extremely high HTPs of the chiral
conformations. Thus, it seems likely in the experiments that
the chiral nematic phase is preferentially selecting chiral con-
formations that twist in the same direction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A flexible molecular Monte Carlo simulation approach,
coupled with calculations of a chirality order parameter has
been used to study a range of chiral molecules. The method
has been successful in predicting helical twisting powers for

flexible chiral dopants, in predicting the temperature depen-
dence of HTPs, and has demonstrated a temperature induced
helical twist inversion. We have also shown extraordinarily
high HTP values for some conformations exhibited by
achiral banana molecules.

In this work we have restricted our studies to simulations
of molecules in the gas phase due to the computational
cheapness of this approach and the excellent conformational
sampling that can be achieved. It is important to note that
we would expect a liquid crystalline solvent to affect
the relative weighting of conformations sampled by the
molecule, and thus influence the chirality of the system.
Indeed, these solute–solvent effects may account for the
exaggerated temperature dependence of the HTP in the
experimental system compared to our simulations for the
TADDOL derivatives and may also explain differences in
the predicted and experimental temperatures for helical
twist inversion for S-2-chloropropyl 48-(49-n-nonyloxy-
phenylpropioloyloxy!biphenyl-4-carboxylate. Our method
could easily be adapted to more complicated systems where
a liquid crystalline solvent~either coarse-grained44,45or fully
atomistic! could be included in the simulations. In these
cases, we expect different conformations~with different
chiralities! to be preferentially selected in different solvents,
thus accounting for solvent dependent HTPs. By including a
fully atomistic liquid crystal solvent it would then be pos-
sible to study the role of electrostatic and induction interac-
tions on the helical twisting power of chiral dopants.
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